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Why this supercar capsule is far from your average garage

Supercar enthusiast will now have the opportunity to showcase their statement

pieces in the most architecturally inspiring way. More private showroom than it

is garage, design studio Superfuturedesign* has unveiled the Supercar Capsule –

a concept that will allow owners of luxury automobiles the chance to make their

supercars part of their home décor.

Developed by a team of architects and designers to create a distinctive spatial

experience for the ‘supercar’, this specifically designed capsule consists of

unique ports that keeps the automobile in a closed space, allowing owners’

supercars to emerge as if from a private showroom.

The brainchild of Italian consultancy firm ASZarchitetti Group – which includes

architecture studio ASZarchitetti and Superfuturedesign* – Supercar Capsule can

be personalised for any home. Car enthusiast can opt to completely remodel the

interior of their garage to give a refreshing new finish with lighting effects and

colour scheme, all the while highlighting the supercar’s special features, or they

can decide to create a new capsule to merge with the home’s interior. With this

model, a range of customisation options are available, including the addition of

windows so your car can be viewed directly from the living room – much like in a

gallery.

Either way, your high-end luxury automobile will still turn heads, even when it’s

not on the road.
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